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ABSTRACT

User-generated content is becoming increasingly common on the Web, but current web applications isolate their users’ data, enabling only restricted sharing and cross-service integration. We believe users should be able to share their data seamlessly between their applications and with other users. To that end, we propose Amber, an architecture that decouples users’ data from applications, while providing applications with powerful global queries to find user data. We demonstrate how multi-user applications, such as e-mail, can use these global queries to efficiently collect and monitor relevant data created by other users. Amber puts users in control of which applications they use with their data and with whom it is shared, and enables a new class of applications by removing the artificial partitioning of users’ data by application.

1 VISION

The rise of user-generated content is a striking trend on the web. Users store and manipulate e-mail, calendars, spreadsheets, and photos in the cloud. They publish videos, blogs, product reviews, and social updates; they collaborate on documents and communicate via comments in forums. These scenarios contrast with more traditional situations in which users consume content that is generated by the web sites they visit.

In principle, cloud storage should be a perfect match for user-generated data, allowing users to flexibly share their data with an open-ended set of applications and users. Once a user stores photographs in the cloud, she ought to be able to use a photo editor from one vendor, an organizer from another vendor, and a presentation manager from a third. She ought to be able to share those photos selectively with any set of users, the general public, or nobody at all. Similarly, the user should be able to control how her photos are (or are not) embedded in blog posts, social feeds, and documents.

In practice, current web sites create storage silos in which a particular data object is tightly bound to a particular site. Thus, a user must scatter her data across a large number of disjoint sites, each of which treats storage and management of the user’s data as its private business. Some sites do allow users to share their site-local data with third-party applications or with other users, but these abilities tend to be limited and site-specific. Thus, traditional web services fail to provide users with the powerful, fine-grained sharing that the cloud can enable.

We envision a web where users control their own data — where users choose which applications they use to manipulate their data, and which users to share that data with. In this paper, we propose Amber, a new architecture for web services that provides users with such control. Our proposal is guided by the principle that user data should be cleanly separated from the web applications which process that data. We are motivated by the example of PCs and workstations: users store their data in an application-neutral file system which allows the user to control which software is applied to the data. We have applied this approach to web applications; in the rest of this paper, we describe our preliminary design.

2 APPROACH

Amber completely decouples storage from applications. Each user rents storage space from an Amber service provider. Providers participate in Amber’s distributed protocols to present a single global namespace for all users’ data objects. Web applications, running locally in users’ browsers or on separate servers, access users’ data by talking to the users’ Amber providers. Amber’s access controls give users control over who can see their data.

Because Amber organizes data by user, not by application, an application that wishes to combine data from many users needs a way to find relevant data across many providers. To address this, Amber provides a global query system; a query in Amber can in principle cover all data of all users of all providers, access controls permitting. The query language is a much-simplified form of SQL, and considers each user data object as a database row, similar to the approach taken by Dremel [16]. Amber’s queries help web applications build shared views aggregated from many users’ data, manage concurrent updates to shared data structures, and provide streams of relevant updates.

Amber can be deployed incrementally to make adoption practical. Initially, small-scale applications will benefit from using Amber to build applications without writing server code. As the amount of user data stored in Amber grows, more applications will be written to exploit that data, and there is a potential for network effects to drive adoption.

3 MOTIVATION

We expect Amber to enable classes of web applications that are difficult to build today. For example, a univer-
nal messaging application could consult a user’s e-mail, chat conversations, and Twitter interactions to assemble a full set of contacts, and display conversations with each contact across all these messaging systems. A calendar application could provide a unified view of events pulled from co-workers’ calendars, even though each user might use different calendar software. A third application could warn the user of potential calendar conflicts with events mentioned in e-mail. Today, these kinds of applications require explicit data exports or APIs if users want to use software from different vendors. In an Amber ecosystem, users can give such applications open access to the data that they need.

Hosted application ecosystems such as Google Apps and Microsoft Windows Live support sharing among their own applications and users. External applications can get at users’ data through custom APIs or explicit data exports. Amber’s advantage over these proprietary ecosystems is that Amber has no barriers between different vendors’ applications, or between customers of different providers; it provides a single, unified interface to users’ data. A user storing photos in Amber will be able to use applications from multiple vendors to manipulate the photos, as outlined above, and will be able to share the photos with other users. Since the user’s data need not move to a new web site when switching applications, users are not tied to any one application. Amber provides the most value if applications adhere to informal or formal standards (e.g. JPEG, iCalendar, H.264); such adherence is common, particularly among new vendors wishing to join an existing ecosystem.

Amber permits a variety of business models, an important practical consideration for adoption from developers and providers. Providers can directly charge users for their services, similar to utility companies or ISPs. Advertisers and ad brokers can subsidize users’ payments in exchange for access to some of their data. The success of ad-supported services such as GMail, Facebook, and Twitter suggest that many users do not mind granting access to some of their data in lieu of payment. Some applications will also form financial relationships with users in the form of subscriptions, as many current web services do.

4 CHALLENGES

Realizing Amber’s vision will require overcoming many challenges:

- Queries must be inexpensive in the common case even though they notionally consult all Amber providers. This is perhaps the hardest technical challenge Amber faces.
- The authentication and access control system must be expressive (e.g., support useful groups) but not too costly. This is particularly important since Amber queries must only return data to which the querying user has access. A single query may thus involve a very large number of access control decisions.
- Each user can be expected to trust their own provider, and each provider can be trusted to speak for its own users, but no other trust is likely to be warranted. This constrains how data can be allowed to move between providers, and how query execution and access checks can be divided among providers.
- Amber’s mechanisms must be hardened against abusively large volumes of data, queries, or query results, either accidental or intentional.
- Amber must cope when some providers are temporarily offline.
- Amber’s architecture must be compatible with sensible economic arrangements among users, Amber providers, and application developers.

5 DESIGN

5.1 Providers

Each Amber provider operates a cluster of servers offering access to Amber storage. Each user is a customer of a provider which stores that user’s data, executes queries for the user’s applications, and handles user authentication. The user might rent service from the provider, or an organization might operate an Amber provider for its employees. Since providers have a financial relationship with their users, the quantity of resources available in the system in principle scales with the number of users.

An Amber application can run in a user’s browser (e.g. as JavaScript) or on the application vendor’s servers. In either case, the application acquires credentials proving that it speaks for the user, and then communicates with Amber providers to fetch objects, create objects, and execute queries. The Amber APIs make provider boundaries mostly transparent to users and applications. For example, access control permitting, an Amber provider is expected to provide access to its users’ stored objects to users of other Amber providers.

5.2 Objects

Storage takes the form of immutable objects, each consisting of a set of key/value pairs. For example, an object might correspond to an e-mail message, with key/value pairs indicating content, source, destination, time, etc. Applications can view objects as relational records, and retrieve them with a limited form of SQL-like queries. Objects are named with handles that contain a cryptographic hash of the object’s key/value pairs along with a hint indicating which provider holds the object. Objects are immutable to simplify caching and to avoid the complexity of concurrent object writes; updates must take the form of newly created objects. Each object has a mutable access control list (ACL) indicating which users and
groups can read it. This list may only be modified by the object’s owner.

5.3 Global Queries
Amber’s simple object model places a large burden on applications; an application must collect relevant objects from Amber’s many providers, as well as synthesize data mutability and grouping. Amber provides a query system to help with this, and introduces standing queries to help it optimize query execution.

A query can filter objects with simple expressions over keys and values, and can sort, group, and aggregate. Standing queries are long-lived queries that an application installs ahead of time to indicate data it is interested in.

Amber continuously maintains that query’s output (much like a materialized view), causing it to reflect newly created objects. When a provider receives a standing query, it creates inter-provider subscriptions with each other provider. The subscriptions are themselves persistent queries, describing objects that would be relevant to the associated standing query. Whenever a provider creates a new object, it pushes information about the object to peer providers who have registered subscriptions that match this new object.

The application can then issue ad-hoc queries whenever it needs parts of the standing query’s output. For example, the following standing query maintains a count of the number of votes on each article in a Reddit-like system:

```
SELECT article_id, COUNT() AS votes
WHERE type = 'reddit-vote'
GROUP BY article_id
```

This standing query covers all vote objects created at all providers, thus summing votes from users all over the Internet. The application can later fetch individual vote counts, or the most popular articles, by issuing queries on the output of this standing query.

By having access to standing queries ahead of time, Amber can optimize their execution (e.g. by sharing some or all of the work with similar queries from other users). For example, identical queries can be unified, such as if many users request Reddit vote counts. Queries that differ in small ways, e.g. just in the user name, can be combined into a single, more general, inter-provider subscription. The provider receiving a subscription may note that many providers have placed similar subscriptions, and unify them to reduce the matching work needed on object creation. We believe these standing queries, and the opportunities they provide for work-sharing between users and applications, are the key to achieving efficiency for Amber’s global query system.

5.4 Access Control and Groups
The biggest challenges facing Amber’s access control system are the ways in which access control interacts with global queries. The most immediate problem is that providers cannot generally trust each other to enforce access control. If a query from provider \( p_1 \) to \( p_2 \) matches object \( o \) at \( p_2 \), \( p_2 \) must decide whether to send \( p_1 \) a copy of \( o \), and thus whether to trust that \( p_1 \) will enforce \( o \)’s ACL. In our design, \( p_2 \) sends \( o \) to \( p_1 \) only if some entry in \( o \)’s ACL mentions a user of \( p_1 \); such an entry implies that \( o \)’s owner must trust \( p_1 \).

When \( p_2 \) sends object \( o \) to \( p_1 \), in response to a query, \( p_2 \) must also send access control information to \( p_1 \), so that \( p_1 \) knows which of its users should see this query result. Relaying this information allows \( p_1 \) to match \( o \) against multiple standing queries running as different users that may have been merged before they were sent to \( p_2 \). However, the full ACL may itself contain private information such as readers of controversial political documents. This means that \( p_2 \) must send only the subset of the ACL that includes \( p_1 \)’s users to \( p_1 \).

Queries place special pressure on Amber’s group system: group membership resolution must be cheap enough to run for every object matching a query. In Amber, a group is an ordinary principal, and can appear on an ACL. The group’s provider has a list of users who are allowed to act as the group, and will hand out a group credential to an application which can prove it speaks for a user on that list. If an application wishes to gain access to an object by virtue of a group entry in the ACL, it must issue its request with the group credentials, rather than as the user’s principal. This restriction requires that applications know why they can access an object (since the relevant group credentials must be used), but allows object access checks to be simple, since they require no searches in a graph of groups.

6 Writing Amber Applications
This section provides example implementations of two well-known applications, e-mail and Twitter, to give a better understanding of how applications would be written in the Amber ecosystem.

6.1 E-mail
In an Amber-based e-mail system, each e-mail would consist of a single object containing the e-mail’s metadata and contents. To fetch e-mail, a client’s e-mail reader would issue a standing query like this to its provider:

EQ1: SELECT from, subject, body
WHERE to = 'sal@amber.mit.edu'
AND type = 'email'

sal@amber.mit.edu is the issuing user’s e-mail address; amber.mit.edu is that user’s provider’s name. This standing query causes the provider to subscribe to e-mail objects for sal from users on all other providers.
Whenever the e-mail reader wants to check for new e-mail, it asks its provider for new rows from the standing query’s output.

The sender’s e-mail application sends e-mail by creating a new object at its provider with the e-mail contents and metadata. The sending application would also give the recipient access to the e-mail. The recipient’s standing query then handles delivering this object to their provider.

The standing query EQ1 has global scope, and may match e-mail objects created at any of thousands of providers. While it might seem as though the standing queries produced by millions of users’ e-mail readers would impose a heavy global load on Amber, the number of queries can in fact be kept quite small with a single optimization: each provider need only register interest once with each other provider for all objects addressed to any of its users. Sam’s provider could send a single subscription for \( \text{to} = \text{*@amber.mit.edu} \) to all other providers, and match against each individual EQ1 only when the subscription matches some e-mail. If there are e-mail users at every provider and there are \( p \) providers, the total number of merged subscriptions is \( p(p - 1) = \mathcal{O}(p^2) \). This scales much better in practice than a number of subscriptions proportional to the number of users. Having providers automatically perform this kind of optimization is one of the requirements for allowing Amber to scale to millions of users.

This example demonstrates the power of global queries, and suggests some benefits of separating e-mail data from applications. Any of a user’s applications can read a user’s e-mail objects if the user allows them to, so a user may opt to use different applications for search, spam detection, mailing list maintenance, etc. Similarly, new applications can combine e-mail with other user data to, for example, extract calendar and travel information. Shared management of e-mail folders among collaborating users (e.g., to jointly manage incoming support requests) is also natural, and ACLs can be used to control the sharing.

6.2 Twitter

We have implemented a Twitter-like application on top of Amber. Users send tweets by creating a single tweet object per tweet, and making it publicly accessible. If Sam (sam@provider1.com) wants to follow Alice (alice@provider2.com), he creates a standing query to match all of her tweets, using the special .owner field to refer to the owner of the tweet:

\[
\text{TQ1: SELECT content} \\
\text{WHERE .owner = 'alice@provider2.com'} \\
\text{AND type = 'tweet'}
\]

The application indicates that the query operates on public data by running it as a special “public” user. This allows Sam’s provider to unify the identical standing queries of all its users who subscribe to Alice; for popular users, this results in significantly fewer subscriptions. The query has global scope, but Sam’s provider knows from the .owner filter that it only needs to register the inter-provider subscription with Alice’s provider. Alice’s provider will now send just one copy of each of her tweets to any provider with a user following Alice.

This scheme requires Amber providers to maintain a set of inter-provider subscriptions. Each user at a provider requires subscriptions from the providers of all of that users’ followers. For popular users, this is likely to be every other provider, while for unpopular users, it can be as many as a subscription per follower if they are all at different providers. Every new object must be matched against the list of inter-provider subscriptions: efficiently matching objects against these subscriptions is important to support applications that generate a large number of subscriptions.

The takeaway from these examples is that Amber’s global queries should much of the burden of the global communication in large-scale applications. Queries, if cleverly written, can be executed efficiently despite global scope using a powerful merging optimization we plan to explore further. This Twitter example is representative of a large class of many-to-many communication applications, such as mailing lists and chat groups, which can use a similar design to attain efficiency on Amber.

7 DISCUSSION

This section outlines lessons learned from designing and partially implementing an Amber prototype.

7.1 Applicability

Amber seems most useful when data is naturally associated with individual users, and when most computation (e.g., formatting) can be carried out in browsers. In these situations, Amber can act as a shared universal back-end service, with all application-specific logic in user browsers. Amber is less natural when a service owns the data (e.g., an online store), or when there is data that no single user can be allowed to own (e.g., auctions), or when data-intensive computation is required.

7.2 Queries

Amber’s global queries are a powerful tool for applications, but are also potentially a source of great cost. We expect two technical challenges in making global queries practical using standing queries: unifying subscriptions to reduce the number of issued subscriptions, and efficiently matching objects against subscriptions. The problem of merging queries for content-based subscription systems has been studied previously [5, 10, 21] and we plan to explore how some of the advanced techniques from this
work might apply to Amber. Content-based subscription systems have also explored approaches to efficiently matching a set of subscriptions [2, 13].

Some instances of query merging are easy (e.g. if multiple users issue identical queries), but in most cases, even a single application will issue slightly different queries for each user, such as in the e-mail query example above. Amber must spot situations where many slightly different queries can be unified, perhaps by issuing inter-provider queries that use wildcard cards. More general, unified queries may again lead to extraneous objects being sent between providers, and providers will need to carefully balance the costs of query matching and object transmission.

For certain standing queries, remote providers could conceivably perform some of the work, such as report vote counts rather than individual vote objects. However, providers may not wish to perform significant computations for one another, or may not trust other providers to faithfully execute queries. Queries that wish to incrementally maintain the output of standing queries also face tough technical challenges that have been studied extensively in the context of database systems.

A standing query’s output reflects both existing objects and (as time passes) newly created objects. Significant work might be required to collect all relevant existing objects when a standing query is first installed. This historical data is often not needed; for example, vote counts on ancient articles are irrelevant for generating today’s front page on a Reddit-like site. The query language must allow (or even require) applications to limit how much historical data must be collected for new standing queries.

Amber must send queries and objects between providers, and there are tensions here between efficiency and privacy. Much of the reason why Amber’s access control mechanisms and group features are complicated is to avoid leaking sensitive information. Applications will also need to be carefully written so that they do not leak such information. Standing query conditions and objects with poorly thought-through ACLs can easily reveal more information than the user wishes.

7.3 Abuse

We suspect Amber would be subject to at least two kinds of abuse: application-level abuse such as e-mail spam, and provider-level denial-of-service overloads such as excess query generation. Existing techniques can be used for e.g. e-mail spam detection. Preventing provider overload requires defenses within Amber itself; rate-limiting may provide some protection.

7.4 Provider Relationships

Amber fundamentally relies on providers to cooperate by satisfying object fetches and queries generated by each other’s users. We believe this burden is reasonable: when a provider serves objects owned by its users, it can charge them, much as hosting services charge customers for outgoing traffic [3, 11, 17]. However, some work a provider performs for other providers may not be so obviously attributable to any of its users, for example queries that don’t (yet) match any objects. It is an open question how the economics of these cases will work.

8 Related Designs

Amber resembles systems such as W5 [15] and BStore [8], but provides cross-provider queries that allow applications to compute across all users’ data on a global scale. User data collection systems such as openPDS [18] are similar in spirit to Amber, but focus on the problem of single-user data collection rather than multi-user data sharing.

Amber’s standing queries are similar to continuous queries [4] over the stream of all created objects. The underlying inter-provider subscriptions function similarly to content-based subscription systems such as Siena [7] and Thialfi [1], but benefit from the richer set of features provided by Amber’s global queries.

Systems aiding in constructing and maintaining distributed web applications have previously been proposed in designs such as Sapphire [22] and Orleans [6]. These systems ease the development of traditional web applications, but do not address the tight coupling of user data to applications that Amber aims to remove.

There is much existing work on distributed databases, distributed query processing, and federation [20, 9, 14, 19]. Since Amber is based on queries, the system can draw on this existing work, particularly for the initial installation of standing queries.

Many web applications share user data by accessing general-purpose storage backends like Dropbox with standardized authentication mechanisms such as OAuth [12]. This approach requires service-dependent integration. The fact that applications tolerate the significant complexity this introduces is a sign of the need for the kind of functionality Amber provides.
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10 Conclusions

We have described Amber, an architecture that provides user-centric global storage that is separate from any individual application. This arrangement allows users to flexibly share their data with an open-ended set of applications and users. To allow applications to fetch and aggregate content from users scattered across the Internet, Amber exposes flexible queries with global scope. These powerful queries are both expressive and efficient,
and we have demonstrated how they can implement existing services, as well as enable entirely new classes of applications.
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